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u Focus of Lesson: IELTS Reading

u Lesson

u Lead in: Who are better drivers? Men or women?

u Revisit reading for gist vs. reading for detail

u Discuss driving stereotypes

u Reading: Smashing Stereotypes Text (https://exam-prep.livejournal.com/72014.html)

u Activities: Individual reading question and answers

u Concise answers – no more than three (3) words

u Classification 

https://exam-prep.livejournal.com/72014.html
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Who are better drivers? 

Men or Women?



IELTS Reading Lesson

uReading for gist vs. reading for detail

u Identify new vocabulary



Driving Stereotypes



Text: Smashing Stereotypes



Questions

Answer the following questions. Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each 
answer.

1. What is women's motivation for driving? 

2. Which group of drivers has grown in number in recent years?

3. What is the most significant factor in accident patterns?



Answers
Answer the following questions. Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each 
answer.

1. What is women's motivation for driving? 

1. (they seek/to gain) independence

2. Which group of drivers has grown in number in recent years?

1. women (drivers)

3. What is the most significant factor in accident patterns?

1. age



Additional Questions

Classify the following statements as applying to:

A) men in general

В) young men in particular

С) both young men and young women

1. They may follow another car closely to make the driver go faster.

2. They are more likely to have accidents due to tiredness.

3. They are the least likely to drink and drive.

4. Driving gives them a feeling of excitement.

5. They are the most likely to have accidents on bends.



Answers

Classify the following statements as applying to:

A) men in general

В) young men in particular

С) both young men and young women

1. (B) They may follow another car closely to make the driver go faster.

2. (A) They are more likely to have accidents due to tiredness.

3. (C) They are the least likely to drink and drive.

4. (A) Driving gives them a feeling of excitement.

5. (B) They are the most likely to have accidents on bends.
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